Area surveillance by an underwater robot swarm based on virtual peromone field

Abstract
This paper proposes a virtual Pheromone inspired area surveillance method for underwater robot swarm. The whole system consists of a swarm of underwater robots and an underwater communication network. Robots in the swarm are unable to communicate directly, but can exchange data with the communication network by visiting communication nodes. We define two kinds of virtual Pheromone, i.e. the repel Pheromone secreted by robots when voyaging, and the attract Pheromone secreted by robots when it witnesses a target. Robots will voyage in the Area of Interest (AOI) driven by virtual Pheromone to search for targets. Simulation experiments have been carried out for an application scenario of using a swarm of underwater robots to search and track a target, showing that the performance of the virtual Pheromone based method is over that of the random search strategy.
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Introduction
The main object of the research reported in this paper is to introduce a novel scheme to organize a swarm of underwater robot for area surveillance tasks. Area surveillance task is import in various applications, such as wreck salvageanti-mine operation, humanitarian mission and so on. These kinds of tasks are usually carried out with a single robot. However, it is beyond the ability of a single robot if the area of interest (AOI) is extensive. In this situation, we can use more than one robots working together to search for targets in the region, i.e. surveillance a region with a robot swarm. Area surveillance method has been widely researched for different kinds of robot swarms, especially for UAV and UGV swarm.1,4 However, all these methods require reliable communication among the robots. Nowadays, the main hinder for cooperation among underwater robots is the lack of reliable communication. Available communication methods for underwater robots include acoustic communication and optical light communication. The former, acoustic communication is featured by long communication range but low in bandwidth, long communication delay and unreliable. Optical communication is fast so that can transfer large volumes of data within short time, but the sender and the receiver must be close enough. The performance of available communication methods for underwater robots cannot match that of the radio communication for UAVs and UGVs, making it hard to apply schemes for UAV and UGV swarms to underwater robot swarms directly.

On the other side, research on communication between an underwater robot and a set of fixed communication nodes has make some progress. Linked by underwater cables, these nodes compose a communication network. Underwater robots can visit these nodes to exchange data with the network.1,4 These researches make an inspiration for us, and lay the foundation for our work. In our swarm, robots will not communicate directly, but will visit and exchange data with the communication network. This kind of indirect communication is common for swarms in nature.1,4 The success of application of this kind of communication method encourages us to apply this method to our underwater robot swarm. Based on the communication network, we propose a virtual Pheromone based method to organize the underwater robot swarm. Each robot can secrete two kinds of Pheromone. When voyaging, a robot will secrete Repel Pheromone (RP). When see a target, a robot will secrete Attract Pheromone (AP). Robots are driven by the virtual Pheromone to avoid high density of RP while attract by AP. As robots cannot communicate real-timely, each robot maintains a unique Pheromone map. Robots will visit communication nodes periodically, uploading the Pheromone they secreted and downloading the updated Pheromone map.

The contributions of this paper is
a) Organizing an underwater robot swarm with a communication network, so that the constraints of direct communication among underwater robots are avoided.
b) Proposing a virtual Pheromone based method to drive robots to search for targets, whose performance is over the random walk method.

Problem statement and assumptions
The problem to solve is to surveillance an area with a swarm of underwater robots. Marine biologists want to know if a specific kind of marine animal exists in the AOI, so a swarm of underwater robots is deployed. The underwater robot swarm should report the existence of the animal, and also follow it to take videos. As discussed in section introduction, currently we do not have underwater communication device that is fast, reliable and long in communication range. However, communication between underwater robot and communication nodes has been tested successfully. So in our swarm, we abandon direct communication between a pair of underwater robots, but underwater robots can communicate with the communication nodes through optical communication method when a robot is visiting the communication nodes. As the swarm do not share real time communication, each robot need to make decision by itself, instead of waiting for command from the control center or a leader robot. This means we need to develop...
a distributed control strategy. We assume that a set of underwater communication nodes has been pre-deployed in the AOI, and these nodes are connected with underwater cable, making them a network that can share data real-time. The control center is connected with the underwater communication network, so that it can only get updated information when robots visiting communication nodes. The whole scenario is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Swarm consists of robots and communication network.

In this scenario, we do not have enough robots to cover the whole AOI at the same time, so the swarm need to voyage in the AOI following certain strategy. We have no prior information about the targets, i.e. the number of targets, the position of targets and the behavior features of the targets. To simplify the design, the whole AOI is gridded. We assume that both the robots and the target are able to move from one grid to the neighbor grids at one simulation step. Each robot can detect the 9 grids around it, and for the targets, they will move continuously in the AOI.

Virtual pheromone based behavior law

We will define two kinds of virtual Pheromone in this section. Taken the virtual Pheromone into account, the gridded AOI becomes a Pheromone map for each robot. A set of behavior laws based on the Pheromone map is then defined. When a robot visits the communication node, both the robot and the communication network will update their Pheromone maps.

Definition of virtual pheromone field

In nature, with the help of Pheromone, social insects such as ants and termites can cooperate without direct communication, finally showing some kind of swarm intelligence. Individuals can “write” information into the environment by secreting Pheromone, and can also “read” information by sensing Pheromone. Virtual pheromone inspired methods have been widely researched in swarm robotics. Typically there are two ways to simulate virtual Pheromone. The first method is to establish communication among robots in the swarm, usually with radio communication devices, and design some type of data structures to represent the virtual Pheromone.\(^5,10\) This means robots still need to be able to communicate directly, or even worse, they need to be able to communicate with all the other robots in the swarm. Considering current technology, we are unable to set up such a communication network in underwater robot swarms. The other method is to use some kind of chemistry or heat trace to mimic Pheromone.\(^11\) This method can be used in small arena, but not fit for robots voyaging in ocean.

In this research, we define a data structure called Pheromone map. A Pheromone map is a matrix, with each element corresponding to a grid of the AOI. The value of the element indicates the density of Pheromone. Each robot maintains a Pheromone map, and the communication network also maintains a Pheromone map. As robots in the swarm cannot communicate real time and directly, these Pheromone maps are not the same. The Pheromone maps will be uniformed when a robot visits a communication node. We define two kinds of virtual Pheromone, RP (Repel Pheromone) and AP (Attract Pheromone). When a robot is voyaging, it keeps secreting RP and RP will volatilize at certain speed. Namely when a robot enter a grid \((x,y)\), the density of RP in that grid is set as

\[ D^{(x,y)}_{1P} = 1 \]  

(1)

The density of RP will be updated following:

\[ D^{(x,y)}_{1P}(t) = \begin{cases} 1 - v_{vol} t & D^{(x,y)}_{1P}(t-1) > 0 \\ 0 & D^{(x,y)}_{1P}(t-1) \leq 0 \end{cases} \]  

(2)

Here \( v_{vol} \) is the volatilize speed, which is in related with the number of grids and the number of robots, as:

\[ v_{vol} = \frac{m}{N} \]

where \( m \) is the number of robots in the swarm and \( N \) is the number of grids.

This means in the ideal situation, when the swarm completes searching the whole area, the Pheromone density of the initial positions will become zero. When a robot detects a target, it will follow the target for a period. When it gives up following it, i.e. goes to visit a communication node, the robot will secrete AP at the point where it sees the target for the last time. So AP is similar to a marker for the position of the target. Let the position where the robot see the target be \((x_{target}, y_{target})\), the process of a robot secreting AP is:

\[ D^{(x,y)}_{1P} = 1 \]  

(3)

where \( v_{voyage} \) is voyage speed of the robot and \( t_{visit} \) is the time spent by the robot to visit the nearest communication node. Then AP wills diffusion following the law below:

\[ D^{(x,y)}_{AP}(t) = \begin{cases} 1 + v_{diff} t & D^{(x,y)}_{AP}(t-1) < 0 \\ 0 & D^{(x,y)}_{AP}(t-1) \geq 0 \end{cases} \]  

(4)

Where \( v_{diff} \) is the diffusion speed of AP.

It is obvious that the density of RP is within the range of \((0,1)\) and that of AP is \((-1,0)\). We can record two kinds of virtual Pheromone in the same Pheromone map. As the name implies, a robot will be attracted by AP while repelled by RP. From the perspective of Pheromone map, a robot tends to move to the grid with lower value.

Behavior law

The behavior law for each robot can be represented as a finite state machine, showing in Figure 2. The finite state machine contains four states, namely walk, follow, visit and report.

a. Detect the target.

b. Reach time threshold.
c. Reach time threshold or realize another robot is also following.
d. Reach the nearest communication node.
e. Finish exchanging data.

![Diagram of robot behavior](image)

**Figure 2** Behavior law for a robot in the swarm.

**Walk:** In state walk, the robot will check the grids around it and move to the grid with the lowest Pheromone density. In this state, the robot will update its Pheromone map according to Equation (2) and Equation (4). When the robot detects a target, it will transit to state Follow. If it has already walked for a while, reaching the time threshold, it will transit to state Visit.

**Follow:** Robot in state Follow can detect a target. It will move to the last grid of the target. If multiple robots are following the same target, each of them has 1/2 chance to change state to Visit. When a robot changes state to Visit, it will secrete AP at the position when it see the target for the last time according to Equation (3), and will moving directly to the nearest communication node. If the robot has followed the target for a while, reaching the time threshold, it will also change to state visit.

**Visit:** In state visit, a robot will directly move to the nearest communication node. In this stage, it will stop secreting RP, but will keep updating AP. And it will also ignore any target during visiting.

**Report:** When a visiting robot reaches the communication node, it will change to state Report to exchange data with the communication network. After that, it will go back to state walk. By exchanging data, the Pheromone map of both the robot and the communication network will be updated. The data exchange process contains two stages. In the first stage, the robot will upload its Pheromone map, but only the part when it has secreted Pheromone. Taking the Pheromone map maintained by the communication network as the real environment, this means the robot secretes Pheromone into the environment. Then the robot will copy the whole Pheromone map from the network, so that it has the latest version of the whole Pheromone map.

**Simulation**

For simulation experiment, the AOI is scattered into 100*100 grids. A swarm consists of 10 robots are deployed to search for a dynamic target. The endurance of the robots are 2000 simulation steps and initially all robots are fully charged. Robots have no prior information about the target. Once a target is detected, the robot should follow the target to collect data. After following for a period, it should give up following and go to visit a communication node to report the existence of the target so that the control center can make decision, such as sent out a boat. This period, also called a time threshold, is set as 50 simulation steps. So the metric of performance is the rate of following, i.e.:

$$p = \frac{T_f}{T_{total}}$$

Where $T_f$ is he total following time and $T_{total}$ is the total simulation time as 2000. This metric indicates how long the target has been followed by the swarm, also how much data has been collected. The performances of two methods are compared in the simulation experiment. One is the Pheromone based method proposed in this paper, and the other is the random search method. The random search method is a basic search strategy. In Walk state, a robot will choose its navigation direction randomly instead of according to the Pheromone density. To compare the performance of the two methods, we randomly generate 10 sets of trajectories for the target. For each trajectory, both the Pheromone based method and the random search method are repeated for 10 times. The experiment results are shown in Figure 3.

![Simulation results](image)

**Figure 3** Simulation results.

From Figure 3, it is obvious that the performance of the Pheromone based method is over that of the random walk scheme. This is the result of using the two kinds of virtual Pheromone. With the application of RP, robots have less chance to search the region that has already been searched, so the swarm tends to disperse in the region. Once the target is detected, the diffusion of AP indicates the region where targets have more chance to be, so that robots will be attracted to gather into the region, increasing the chance of the target been detected again.
Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a scheme to organize a set of underwater robots into a swarm under the constraints that robots are unable to communicate directly. Robots can reach cooperation with indirect communication via a pre-deployed communication network. This design makes it possible to get a large scale underwater robot swarm scattered in an extensive area under current level of underwater communication technology. A virtual Pheromone based strategy is adopted to guide the swarm to surveillance the AOI. For a robot in the swarm, it can get information of the whole swarm by reading the Pheromone map and then make decision. As a result, the whole swarm emerges cooperation and the performance has been improved.
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